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DESCRIPTIO詩

OPTICAL TACT立ESENSOR AND h，伍THODOF RECONSTRUCT到 GFORCE 

VECTOR DIST設脂じTIONUS町GTHE SENSOR 

FIELD OF主主韮部VENTION

The P詑 sentinvention relates to an optical tactile sensor, and preferably to a 

tactile sensor us吋 foraroboま註and.

BACKGROUND OF官都町VENTION

When considering understanding the con誌は stateof a con絡.ctsurface using a 

tactile sensor, there are vectors of th詑 ecomponents詑：presentingmagni踏de組 d

direction of forじeac白1gat each point of the contact surface. This is represented as 

f(x,y）泊 thecoordinate system of Fig. 1. Here, f is a vector, and so actually has出ree

co盟.ponentsx, y and z at each poin仁Whenexplicitly expressing each component, it is 

rep鉛 sentedas f(x,y）ロ［永住，y），ちr(x,y),fz(x,y)]. 

Some of inventors of the p出 sent加ven註onet al. have proposed an optical 

tac副esensor that is capable of measuring 自主ee幽 dimensi<;malforce vector distribution. 

The optical tactile sensor is disclosed in WOOZ/188923 Al and incorporated herein by 

reference. A principle of the optical tactile sensor will be expl国nedbased on Fig. 2. 

τ'he optical tactile sensor comprises a t路nsp紅 entelastic body and a CCD came払 By

photographing spherical markers embedded in the transp紅恐慌 elasticbody by the CCD 

camera, internal sまraininformation of the elastic body is m側 suredwhen a force is 

applied on the surface of the elastic body, and force vector distribution is陪 constructed

from血einformation. 

By t誌ingan加iageof 品。 sphericalmarkers by a CCD camera from 

z-direction where an elastic body surface is taken as血exヴ plぉ1eand an orthogonal 

directionぬ盛ex-y plane is taken as血ez-axis, movement of a point to be measured 

when force is a予pliedis measured as a movement vector in出ex-y plane. However, it 
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is 磁器.cultto reconstruct the for℃e vector distribution from the strain information 

because総 amo磁波 ofinformation is並鍔詣cient.主張。refore,N x N red sp.加rical

markers and blue spherical markers are arr羽1gedat different depths in the elastic body 

as points to be measured to obtain two回tsof two-dimensional movement vectors with 

different depths as two pieces of di茸erentinformation, thereby incre総 ingthe amount 

of information to reconstruct 血eforce vector distribution. 

According to血eabove－獄entionedoptical tactile sensor, the optical tactile 

sensor l鳩吋nga flat surface. is generally employed. Since the surface is photographed 

as two-dimensional i塾 ageinformation, application of flat surface出atcorresponds to 

the two-dimensional image information may be a natural choice. Also, in case of a 

sensor with a flat surface, it is easier to詑 constructforce vector dis往ibution.

This旬peof optical tactile sensor has advantages血血atit c総思easu詑

three-dimensional force vector distribution and has組 elasticbody providing a flexible 

surface to be contacted by組 ot司ect.For example, in a situation where the optical 

tactile sensor is provided at a robot hand of a humanoid,・ it is necess紅yto hold a glass 

without breaking and dropping零 Toprevent出eglass 食omdropping, it is necess町yto 

sense a force acting回出edirection parallel to the surface of the glass. T註isis possible 

with註1eabove-mentioned optical tactile sensor. Here, when considering applications 

of thisザpeof optical tactile sensor for various purposes, it is necessary to construct a 

tactile sensor wi血 anarbitrary curved surface not wi出 a韮atsurface. However, it is 

difficult to跨 constructforce vector distribution with an arbitrary curved surface. In出is

reg紅 d,a tactile sensor wi也 anarbitrary curved surface is disclosed 鈎”Development

of arbit羽cycurved type tactile sensor using pressu問 conductiveruもber",S記mojoet al., 

Robotics Society of Japan, 1 G24, 2002.註owever,it is not possible to ac弓uireforce 

vector distribution by this sensor. 

An oるdectof the present invention is to provide総 opticaltactile sensor wi出

an arbitracy curved surface. 

Another object of出ep詑 sentinvention is to跨 constructforce vector 

distribution applied to an arbi釘紅ycurved surface f初mmarker information. 

Still another object of血e予詑sentinvention is to provide an op討caltactile 
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sensor that is capable of being used as a tactile sensor for a robot hand or a computer 

interface. 

Still further object of血epresent invention is to provide a method of 

obtaining a transfer function by which a force vector distribution is calculated by using 

marker information. 

SUMMARY OF THE町VENfION

τ'he present invention relates to an optical tactile sensor provided with a 

tactile section and a photographing device.’The tactile section comprising a transp紅 ent

elastic body and a plurality of groups of markers provided担sidethe elastic body, each 

marker group being made up of a number of colored markers, with markers making up 

di旺erentmarker groups having di旺erentcolors for each group. The elastic body 

comprises an arbitrary curved surface (a non-flat surface). The photographing device 

takes an image of the colored makers也 thetransp但entelastic body to obtain image 

information of markers when an object touches the surface of elastic body. The sensor 

further comprises a force vector distribution reconstructing device that reconstructs 

force vector distribution from information as to the behavior of the markers (movement 

vectors of the markers, for example). The information as to the behavior of markers 

C組 beobtained from the image information of markers. 

At least one of displacement, str.剖nand mclination of the colored markers 

when the elastic body contacts組 objectis observed by photographing behavior of the 

colored markers. Strain information inside血etransp紅・entelastic body is detected丘om

information about the behavior colored markers when a contact object touches the 

sensor, and the shape of the contact object calculated from strain information，組d

information about force acting on a contact interface (including both the elastic body 

surface刷血econtact object surface) are also detected'. According to血epresent 

invention, it is possible to sep紅atelycollect a plurality of types of information with a 

simple method called ”color cod泊g”， andit is possible to acquire a plurality of旬pesof 

tactile information at the s但netime with an optical system. According to血epresent 

invention, independent observed information whose number is equal to or greater than 
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the number of unknowns are collected using color coding, and it is possible to estimate 

and reconstruct force vectors by stably resolving a inverse problem. 

’The colored markers 紅ephotographed by photographing device，担 a

p問 ferredexample, a CCD camera, and image processmg is ca町iedout by a processor. 

For example，佃 imageat the time of body contact and an image of a previous 

condition (a condition where external force is not acting on血e仕組sp紅・entelastic 

body）紅ecomp出ed,and an釘nountof movement of the markers is detected. 

Alternatively, the markers紅eembedded in血etransp町entelastic body in such佃

町rangement血at血eyC組 notbe recognized normally （出 astate where external force 

is not acting on血etransp紅entelastic body），組da configuration is such血atmarkers 

紅erecognized in response to displacement deformation and inclination of markers 

caused by strain血 血evicinity of positions where each of the markers exist when佃

object contacts血e仕組sp紅・entelastic body, and information is detected from血e

appe征 組ceof the colored markers. In another preferable aspect, the behavior of 

markers (step-like strip markers，おrexample) c佃 beobtained by variance of marker 

intensity. 

The for℃e vector distribution reconstructing device comprises a transfer 

function by which force vectors or force vector distribution applied to the surface of 

the elastic body are reconstructed from information (movement vectors of each marker 

when an object contacts the surface, for example) obtained by photographing device as 

to behavior of markers. The transfer function is a function血atassociates force 

information applied to the surface of the sensor with inおrmationas to the behavior of 

markers (movement vectors, for example). The image information of markers is 

obtained by photographing the colored markers when the object contacts the sensing 

surface of the elastic body, and the information as to血ebehavior of markers is 

obtained from the image information of markers. In one aspect，血einformation as to 

the behavior of markers is obtained by comp紅白gmarker information in a contact state 

where血eelastic body is contacted by an o句ectand maker information in a normal 

state where the elastic body is free of佃 object.In one aspect，出emarker information 

in血enormal state may be stored m a memory device in the form of numerical 
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information such as positional information or intensity information.τbe information as 

to the behavior of markers can be obtained from the image information of markers in 

出econtact state and the pre-stored marker information in血enormal state. 

The force vector is obtained as an output by inputting the obtained information 

to the transfer function. The number of information as to the behavior of markers血at

is input to the transfer function is more血anthe number of force vectors to be obtained. 

Generally, the force vector distribution reconstructing device is comprised of a 

computer having a memory device and a processo工Thetransfer function is stored in 

the memory device and出ecalculation is performed by the processor. fu one aspect, 

the force vector distribution device comprises a first processor for calculating the 

information as to the behavior of markers 企omthe maker image information and a 

second processor for calculating the force vector from the information as to血e

behavior of markers. fu one aspect，血efirst processor is a local processor and the 

second processor is a central processor. 

The transfer function, depending on the shape of the elastic body, may be 

obtained based on an equation derived企omtheory of elasticity. However, when the 

surface of elastic body is an arbitrary curved surface, preferably, the transfer function 

is obtained by measurement or simulation. The transfer function by measurement or 

simulation can be obtained from information (movement vectors, for example) as to 

behavior of markers when x-directional force, y-directional force, and z-directional 

force having predetermined magni回de,for exa皿ple， 紅eapplied to sampling points 

紅rangedon血esurface of the sensor. 

The steps for obtaining the transfer function by measurement comprises the 

following steps. A large number of sampling points紅ediscretely a町田1gedon血e

surface of the sensor. fuformation as to the behavior of markers when a force having 

predetermined mag同国deis applied to each s但nplingpoint in each direction of 

predetermined directions is obtained. fu one preferable aspect，血epredetermined 

directions include x-direction, y-direction and z-direction. The transfer function can be 

obtained from the force with predeterm泊edknown magnitude applied to each 

sampling point in each direction of predetermined directions such as x-direction, 
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y-direction and z-direction and the obtained information as to the behavior of markers. 

fu one preferable aspect, the optical tactile sensor with組 arbitrarycurved 

surface is a finger岨 apedtぉtilesensor血atcomprises a transparent elastic body 

constituting a finger tip muscle, the surface of which constitutes a surface of the sensor. 

More preferably, the sensor fur血ercomprises a nail-like base provided at the back of 

the elastic body and the nail-like base fixes the elastic body. fu one preferable aspect, 

the photographing device such as a C倒nerais mounted on the nail-like base. fu姐 0血er

preferable aspect，出esensor comprises a local processor and a central processo五百1e

local processor calculates information as to the behavior of markers from the image 

information of markers and the central processor calculates force vector distribution 

仕omthe information as to the behavior of markers by using the transfer function. 

Preferably, the local processor is mounted on the back of hand or palm of robot. 

fu ano血eraspect，血eoptical tactile sensor with an arbitrary curved surface 

comprises a computer interface. As the computer interface, non-limi白1gexample is a 

modeling tool for constructing three-dimensional graphics. fu one preferable aspect, 

the optical tactile sensor used for the interface comprises a spherical elastic body or a 

partial spherical body having a spherical or partial spherical surface. 

fu one preferred aspect, the imaging d己viceis紅rangedat a position opposite 

to the side of血etransparent elastic body contacted by the object. Also, in血ecase 

where there exists a plurality of colored markers having di旺erentcolors企omeach 

otheζit is desirable to carry out convenient processing after imaging by selecting only 

markers of a particular color and looking at them sep紅ately.Selection of a particular 

color marker is c紅riedout by, for example, using a color filter. It is desirably to 

provide a light shielding layer on the sensing surface to stabilize an image of markers. 

fu one prefe町edembodiment, a plurality of groups of markers are embedded 

in血etransp紅entelastic body, each group of markers being made up of a large number 

of markers, markers constituting different marker groups having different colors for 

each group, and the marker groups having a di旺erentspatial arrangement. As an 

example of this differing spatial紅rangement,a plurality of marker groups are a町anged

担 alayered m担mer担sidethe elastic body. As an example of layered markers, the 
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markers constituting the marker groups紅emicroscopic spherical particles and 出e

spherical markers constituting the marker group fo玄eachlayer have di荘erentcolors 

伽meach other. As another example of this differing 場組ala立粗gement,a plu路 lityof 

marker groups are紅殻ngedso as to intersect each other. As still another example of 

也isdift ring spatial間 angement,each marker group is a plane gr01場 comprisedof a 

予lu認lityof planes extending i虫色esame di問ction,and extending dir悦 tionsand colors 

the詑ofare different between each m拭kergroup・百1eshape of the coloぉdmarkers is 

not p紅ticulぽiylimited, and preferable exam予lescan be spherical, cy.泊1drical,

columnar, strip shaped or flat. 

B設IBFDESCRIPTION OF THE DまA羽弓NGS

Fig. 1 is a view showing force vector distribution exerted between a tactile 

s四 sorand a contact object; 

Fig. 2 is a view showing the princi予leof an optical tactile sensor; 

Fig. 3 is a schematic view showing the construction of a sensor of the p問 sent

mvention; 

Fig. 4 is a view showing force vector distribution applied to a contact surface 

総 d総 ovem釦 tsofm町kers;

Fig. ・ 5 is a view showing a method of making a transfer function for 

reconstructing fo玄・cevector distribution by血 easure獄。nt;

Fig. 6 is a sche総 aticview showing an embodiment of hemispherical tactile 

sensor; 

Fig. 7 is a schematic view 命owingan embodiment ofおnger崎 shapedtactile 

sensor; 

Fig. 8 is a schematic view showing another embodiment of finger園 shaped

tactile sensor; 

Fig. 9 is a schematic view showing still another embodi盈.entof finger-shaped 

tactile sensor; 

Fig. 10 is a schematic view s註owmgan embodiment of mar・kerconfi伊路tion;

Fig. 11 is a view showing another embodiment of marker configuration; 
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Fig. 12 is a view showing another embodiment of marker configuration; and 

Fig. 13 is a view showing still another embodiment of marker configuration. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE P設EFERREDEMBOD思想3NT

Ref記rringto Fig. 3, t註econstruction of an optical tactile sensor of the p田 sent

誌ventionis shown‘百esensor co訟.prisesa transp約 ntelastic body 1 formed of a 

transp釘entelastic material組 da curved su由 ce2, or a surface for sensing，’The 

transp紅 entelastic body 1 is provided with a plurality of colo詑 dmarkers 3, 4 

6思 beddedin由et認nsparentelastic body 1 in由。vicini守ofthe surface 2 and along the 

curved surface 2. A sensing section is comprised of the transp紅 entelastic body 1総 d

the colored怒 .arkers3, 4 arr剖1gedinside曲。elasticbody. 

The colored盟 arkers3, 4 are comprised of two groups of colored marke器 部d血e

two marker groups町eembedded in di狂erentdepths respectively from由。 surface2. 

Colored marke認 3constituting o問題紅kergroup and colored markers 4 constituting 

the other marker郡OU予havedifferent colors to each other. For ex細nple,one m紅ker

group consists of a plurality of blue markers 3 and the other血arkergroup consists of a 

plurality of red markers 4. 

When an object 5 co毘 esinto contact wi出 thet臨nsp鉱閉telastic body 1, the 

colored marke認 3,4 provided inside血etrans伊詑ntelastic body l結。 moveddue to 

the internal strain of the elastic body. The sensor is also provided with a c額 1era6 as a 

photographing device and a light source 7. The optical細部総 6is arranged at a 

position on総 oppositeside to where姐 object5 touches so that首1etransparent elastic 

body 1 is provided between the optical camera 6釘u1設1eobject 5，制1dbe註avioror 

movement of血em紅keぉ 3,4 is photog肱.phedby the camera 6. The light source 7血ay

transmit light岳部ugha waveguide such as血 optical註berfor ex釘nplιhnagesof 

markers 3, 4 obtained by the photograp誕ngdevice紅et路nsrnittedto a computer 8 

constituting a force vector distribution device. The force vector distribution device 

comprises a processoζa memory device, a display device, an input device, an output 

device組 dothぽ devices出世紅6normally installed in a general-purpose computer. The 

processor calculates出e訟紅kerinformation (movement vectors, for exa血ple)
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regarding出e血 ovementor motion of訟 arkersin也eim待。s.The processo室長剖her

reconstructs the distribution of forces applied to the surface 2 by an object 5 using 也e

marker information (movement information, for ex総 .ple）組da transfer加 ctionthat 

is stoぉdin the memory device. 

The t支部1sp紅・entelastic body 1 is preferably made of silicone rubb叫 but it c総

also be made from another elastic盈aterialsuch as担。出.ertype of rubber or elastomer. 

主'hem紅kersare preferably made from an elastic mat怠rial,and more preferably made 

from the same material as t総注総sparentelastic body 1. In one p勝記立edembodiment, 

the colored m信治rsare formed by adding pigment to silicone rubber. Since 

defor扱 ationof the elastic body should not be inhibited by the marlζe時， themarke路挺e

also preferaちlymade丘or虫館 elasticmaterial (prefer油lyhaving註1eSむneelastic 

constant as the elastic body). The E怠aterialof the markers is not particularly limited as 

long as the extent to which deformation of the elastic body is i出ibitedis su飽ci鉛 tly

small. It is also possible for a予ぽtof t註eelastic body to constitute the mar・kers.

With血eprese誠 invention,a plurality of optical臨紅治部紅edistributed wi出inthe 

transparent elastic body 1, a凶 informationabout恥 behavior(move狂1ent)of ma枇 rs

wi血inthe elastic body produced by contact is detected by the photographing device 

where 曲。markermovements arise due to deおrmationof the elastic body 1 as a諮 suit

of the o担jectcoming into contact with the elastic body 1. Fig. 3 shows two marker 

groups, but the number of marker group is not 'limited， 総d出reemarl王ergroups may be 

located in a lay1町edm総 neralong the surface 2. 

A C鍛ne碍， asa photograp註ingdevice, is a digital camera, namely. a c田nerafor 

outputting image data as electrical sign姐s，削d也 onep詑ferredexample is a CCD 

camera. It is also possible to use, for ex組理le,a digital問題e諮問加ga C-MOS守pe

image sens鉱工ft駐eetypes of 怒 arkersare pre予獄edin詑 d,green and blue, there田e

two methods of perceiving these three colors individually. The first met註.odis to use 

color長ltersfor separation where each marker can be regarded as being individually 

photographed directly by loo油1gat RGB outp成立。訟出ecamera.官1esecond method ・ 

is ame吐10dwhere i湿 agingelements perceive only light intensity組 dlight sources of 

red gぉen総 dblue are F路 pa詑 d.When red is s註.one，五ghtis o奴lyreflected from the red 
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markers while血ered light is absorbed by 出emarkers of the other two colors，組dso 

the c組 1erae在ectivelyonly perむeivesthe琵d訟 ar1王ers.If出isis also C紅riedoほ at

sep町ate話題esfor green and blue, information equivalent to也atusing the first me出od

C制1be acqu註ed.

To obtain force vector distribution applied to a surface of the sensor企om

obtained information (movement vectors of markers, for exam予le)asぉ behaviorof 

markers by総 opticaltactile sens叫 atransformation from information (move訟 ent

information, for ex泊予防 Mas to the behavior of m総 ersto force information F is 

required. The transformation from the marker information M to the force information F 

is obtained by an equation F=HM.設.eferringto Fig. 4, a met註odof reconstructing the 

force vector distribution fro結晶emarker information will now be described based on a 

method of obtaining the force vector distribution企omthe movement vectors of 

markers. In Fig. 4, four arrows st紅 ting台。総投1econtact surface represent force vectors 

and eight 初出on凶 arrows跨presentobserved move思 entvectors of the markers. Here, 

though, for the purpose of simplification, only two-dimensional section (y幽axial

direction is omitted) is considered, an algorithm is 由。総nefor a general 

three輔副mensionalspace. 

まeferencef refers to a forむevector applied to a contact surface, and 

references盤 andn refer to a movement vector of a blue 臨 arker組 dmovement vector 

of a red marker in註1eCCD element. Discrete finite手。拾お（fourpoints in Fig. 4) are 

considered. As foregoing, force vector distribution has th詑 ecom予onents(x component, 

y component and忽 com手onent),but only two components (x co額 ponent組 dz 

component) are considered. Generally, ta副主1gan image by a c滋nerameans a projection 

of a th認か弱踏.ensionalobject to a pixel手laneof a two-dimensionalが組eso設1at

marker 総 ovementsonly in出ehorizontal direction (x com予onentand y component) 

are projected i虫色epl鍛 e.Here, marker movement only誌 xdirection component is 

observed. 

Here, eight components，安＝［fx(l),fx(2), fx(3), fx(4), fz(l），立（2),f注（3），主（4)]

are force vector distribution to be obtained, where m=[m(l), m(2), m(3), m(4）］組d

n=[n(l), n(2), n(3), n(4）］町emovement vectors to be measured. The vectors m and n 
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are represented as X. N組向， X=[m(l).m(2），題。）.m(4 ), n(l), n(2). n(3), n併）］.宣ere,

movement vectors m and n血atare observed when a unit force加a郡山1deof 1）加出e

x-direction is applied紛＆予oint1紅己主epresentedas Mx(l). 

N細 .ely,Mx(l)=[m(l), mσ）. m(3), m(4), n(l), n(2), n(3), n(4)] when f=[l, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, O,_O]. Similarly, a movement vector of鈎 chmarker when a unit force加 the

z-direction is applied to a point l訂 erep詑 sent叫 asMz(l), a movement vector of each 

marker when a削ritforce in出ex-d註ectionis applied to a point 2 are詑予知sented総

Mxο）， and so on. In case of a line征 elasticbody where line紅 sum題ation胞latio郎副P

holds between a予pliedfo民esand strains (most elastic bodies臨 鎚t血isd泣acteristics), 

move践 的tvectors紅erepresented as 

X=Mx(l) X fx(l）÷Mz(l) x f注（1)+Mx(2) x 怠（2）十…÷Mz(4)X fz（令，

when general forc創作［鼠（1),fx(2),fx(3），な（4),fz(l ),fz(2),f時），fz(4)]are given. 

Conve路ely,the fact血atthe能。vementvectors c総 berepresented as foregoing means 

出atsuperposition of forces holds, therefore, the elastic body is a linear elastic body. 

When the equation is路 presentedas a ma位ixform, X = H x f, where 

H=[Mx(l); Mx(2）；…； Mz(4)]. The His c討leda transferおnctionbecause the H is a 

map t註attransfers a force f給 deformation：，ふ Thematrix form written with an element 

is・ the following. 

〉

）

〉

〉

l

f

｝

）

0
0
0
併
河
市
刈
河
剣
一

泊

滋

m
m
凶

間

以

刷

出

町

・1
i
L

盆笥

蕊E除草（1,1)笈腿z(l,1)Hmx(l,2) 双mz(l,2) 双mx(l,3)澄mz(l,3)Hmx(l,4) 沼田z(l,4)1主x(l)
週間（2,i）抽出（2,1)Hmx(2,2) Hmz(2,2) 盗蹴（2,3)Hmz(2,3) Hmx(2,4) Hmz(2,4) II fz（お
腹mx(3,1)Hmz(3,1) 翠怒x(3,2)Hmz(3,2) Hm五（3,3）廷湖沼（3,3)渡郡（3,4)磁波略兵・＞ II u:(2) 
翠滋x(4,1)Hmz（ふわ週間（4,2) Hmz( 4,2）双mx(4,3)1融 z(4,3)Hm玄（4,4)1加 z<4,4)I j勉（2)
治滋（1,1) Hnz(1,1) 出滋（1,2) 窓側1,2) E至極（1,3) 刷 z(l,3) Hnx(l,4) 極 z(l,4)II fx(3) 
胸 x(2,1) 蕊回（2,1) 波路σ，2) 沼田（2,2) 蜘豆（2,3) Hnz(2,3) 極的A E盤（2,4)11 rz(3) 
撤去（日） Hnz(3,1) Hnx(3,2) Hnz(3,2) 豆限（3,3) Hnz(3,3) Hn滋 訟 の 蜘z(3,4)I rx< 4) 
翠盤（4,1) 沼田z(4,1) 沼田（4,2) 豆郡（4,2) 益回（4,3) Hnz(4,3) Hnx(4,4) 波拙（4,4)I rz(4> 

where Hmx(xl, x2）詑Fぉsentsa displacement amount in 》 directionof m mark，紅誌 a

ce託討ndepth at a coordinate x=xl wi出 aUI由 forcein血ex-direction 符pliedto a 

surface at a coordinate x=x2. S訂nilarly，防1z(xl,x2）開予路sentsa displacement amount 

in z-direction of n marker in a certain depth at a coordinate x=xl wi出 a磁 ritforce in 

也e》 directionapplied to a surface at a coo吋inatex=x2. 

百risis a simple multiplication of matrices甲vherereference x is 1 x 8 matrix、
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reference H is 8x8 squ征 ematrix, and reference f comprises 1 x 8 components. Thus, f 

can be obtained from observed x by multiplying an inverse matrix of H. N田nely,f = 

inv但） x X (Equation 1) where inv represents inverse matrix (generalized matrix 

inverse). 

The matrix form written with an element is the following. 

f玄（1) hnx(l,1) Imx(2,1) Imx(3,1) Im玄（4,1)In玄（1,1)lnx(2,1) lnx(3,1) Inx( 4,lr m(l) 
fa(l) Imz(l,2) Imz(2,2) Imz(3,2) Imz( 4,2) Inz(l,2) Inz(2,2) Inz(3,2) Inz( 4,2) m(2) 
fx(2) h玄（1,3）加玄（2,3)Im玄（3,3)Imx( 4,3) 1皿（1,3)Im,(2,3) Inx(3,3) In玄（4,3)m(3) 
fz(2) Imz(1;4) Imz(2,4) Imz(3,4) Imz(4,4) Inz(l,4) Inz(2,4) Inz(3,4) Inz(4,4) m(4) 

一伝（3) Imx(l,1) Im玄（2,1)Im玄（3,1)Im玄（4,1)In玄（1,1)In玄（2,1)Inx(3,1) Inx( 4,1) n(l) 
fz(3) Imz(l,2) Imz(2,2) Imz(3,2) Imz(4,2) Inz(l,2) Inz(2,2) Inz(3,2) Inz(4,2) n(2) 
f玄（4) h玄（1,3)Im玄（2,3)Im玄（3,3)Im玄（4,3)lnx(l,3) In玄（2,3)lnx(3,3) Inx(4,3) n(3) 
fz(4) lmz(l,4) lmz(2,4) Imz(3,4) Imz(4,4) lnz(l,4) Inz(2,4) Inz(3,4) Inz(4,4) n(4) 

where Imx(l,1) and the like represent each element of inv(H) and、represent

contribution of m(l) for calculating fx(l). 

The important thing is that the number of observed data must be equal to or 

more白血 thenumber of田幽ownswhen determining unknowns by using an inverse 

matrix defined by a transfer function. If the requirements紅 enot met, it is quite 

difficult to obtain the inverse matrix, namely, the number of unknowns is redundant 

and the unknowns cannot be precisely obtained. fu the example shown in Fig. 4, if 

there is only one marker layer, force vector components c田motbe precisely 

determined because only four movement vector components征 eobserved whereas 

distribution of eight force vectors is to be obtained （血isis the case with the 

conventional surface distribution type tactile sensor). To solve this problem, the 

present invention employs two layers of differentially colored marker groups so as to 

increase the number of independent observed data up to eight by observing a 

movement of each marker in the two layered marker groups. 

fu case of three-dimensional space (where y-axis is added to血edrawing), at a 

point, a force vector has three degrees of freedom, and a horizontal movement vector 

of markers has two degrees of f詑edom.If the number of sampling points is four, the 

number of unknowns fis twelve, 
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where f=［怠（1），ちr(l),fz(l), fx(2), fy(2), fz(2), fx(3），命（3),f記（3),fx(4), fy(4), 色付）］，

whereas the number of observed movement vectors is eight and is insufficient, 

where mロ［mx(l),my(l），認可勾，my(2),mx(3), my(3), mx(4），盤y(4)].

By provid泊gtwo layered markers, it is possible to obtain sixteen observed data 

by observing the layered markers and to dete邸主1etwelve unknowns. Due to 

redundancy in the number of obtained infor盟組on,robust extrapolation can be 

performed. Using the foregoing algori出ns，出eforce vectors町eextrapolated金omthe 

むむDimage. Even with other measu詑mentmethods of也epresent invention using 

other旬pesof marker configu認tionsas shown in Figs.10 to 13, for example, the 

measurement methods蹴 substantiallythe s拙 e.

Fro続出efo詑 goingdescription, it is essentially important for the optical tactile 

sensor of 訟epre鵠 ntinvention to obtain the transfer長mction(matrix H）田p詑 senting

色e詑 lationshipbetween the surface stress and白einternal strain of the elastic body. In 

血isreg阻止 thep陪 sentoptical紘ctilesensor is inhe館館lydifferent血組血e

conventional matrix－守petactile sensors. Though the conventional matriル旬petactile 

sensor (the sensor by Shimojo，おrexample) comprises an elastic body layer provided 

on a sensor element, it only measures a force applied to each arrayed sensor element 

and does not calculate fo問。 vectordistribution applied on an elastic body surface. 

Next, a method of obtaining the transfer function will be described，τ'heory of 

elasticity basically leads an equation that holds between a force app註edto a surface 

(x=O, Ax, y=O, A y, z=O, A z) of an internal皿icroscopicregion争microcube Ax A y 

Az, for e鴻 mple)and stra血 ofthe microscopic region (dA x/dx, dAy/dx, dA z/dx, d 

A x/dy, d A y/dy, d A z/dy, d Ax/dz, d A y/dz, d A y/dz). An overall elastic body is 

co極戸sedof (spatially integrated) infinite number of the microscopic regions. 

h組 elasticbody having a charactenstic shape (a semi－面白註teelastic body, for 

ex制 1ple), as a function de指1inga force applied to a surface and組組temalst削n,a 

釦nctionwhere 也efo詑 goinge号制.tionheld恒 themicroscopic region c組 hold加価y

regions of the出 emalpo託ionof the elastic body has been found as a numerical 

e弓nation.In出iscase, a matrix H can be obtained by substituting coordinates of訟1ely

divided elastic body .surfaces and coordinates of internal markers into theおnction.
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Here，出enumerical equation is a function G by which the internal stra諒 canbe 

obtained from血esurface stress in訟efo盤 ofm(x2, y2) = G(f(xl), x2, y2), wおere

f(xl) represents surface stress総 dm(x2, y2) represent internal s佐話n.For example, 

when a force is applied to a point 1 in Fig. 4, displacement of ma主主er2 can be obtained 

by m(2, y2) = G(f(l), 2, y2), where y2 is a known marker depth. 

註oweveζ such characteristic shape is ra支払 forex担nple,even with a spherical 

body,a色鵬首onfor由。 relations担増betweensurface stress and internal 袋詰注 hasnot 

been found. According to the詑latedoptたaltactile sensoζa matrix H is obtained using 

the foregoing equation assuming that組 elasticbody is a semi-in韮niteelastic body. It 

is found蹴 surfacest路 ssC制 otbe correc均 obtained地 en曲eequation for 

se凶品自国teelastic body is applied for an arbitrary curved surface suc弘 asa 

he出 sphericalsurface. It is由。間forenecess符 toassociate a surface stress w泌総

internal strain by any other means. 

A first method is to associate a surface stress wi治組 in給n凶 strainby 

numerical s出mlation.According to a comme即 iallyavailable elasticity simulation 

software, by dividi殺さ anelastic body into meshes, it is possible to numerically 

calculate elastic deおrmationthat holds for註1erelationship between surface stress and 

strai汲 ofeach mesh (above削mentioned磁icroscopicregion) and the relationship 

between 出eadjacent meshes w註erefo詑 es註a吋ng曲。 samemagnitude are exerted at 

an interface. Therefore, by dividing the surface of the sensor知tomeshes, it is possible 

to calculate位協 move盗 entamo川氏。fmarkers when a unit force is applied to each 

mesh in x-directぬましy-direction創1dz-direはionby simulation. 

A second method is to actually apply aぬまceto血esurface as shown in Fig. 5. 

For℃es Fl, F2, F3, F4 ... , Fn having known ma伊 itudeare applied to総 arbitr紅 y

curved surface of elastic body. Movement vectors (Movements of mar胸部 causedby 

each known force) Ml, M2, M3, M4, .. , Mn of markers部 toeach force applied are 

measured and stored. Fl路:presentsthree vectors Flx, Fly, Flz and movement vectors 

of respective盤 arkers紅egiven as Mlx, Mly, Mlz w註enthese forces紅 eapplied. A 

血atrix詰 isobtained 企om也eforces having known magnitude and obtained 

infor広場柱。n(movement vector). The t路nsferおnctionH is prepared by using eac註
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movement of m紅kers拍 1.The second me註10dwill be explaine4 in detail. 

Firstly, discretely ar路ngingnumerous sampling points on血esurface of elastic 

body. In one preferable aspect，出esぉnplingpoints紅 G 紅 支 給gedso as to cover加

overall area of the surface. In one aspect, numerous di器cretesampling points紅 G

arranged ( concentrically紅白ngedin pl加 view)according to curvilinear coordinates. 

In ano血erasp伐 t,the sampling points are紅 rangedto provide a grid arrangement in a 

pl認 view.

At each sampling point, information that associates forces having known 

magni加deapplied in ：，トdirection,y-direction, and z-direction with corresponding 

movement vectors of盟 arkerswhen the forcesぽeapplied is obtained. In one 

preferable滋 ethod,forces having t担epredetermined限 a事ri印deare independently 

applied to鉛 .chsampling point in x納品irection,y-direction and z-direction, and総合

movement vector of m紅kersis measured and stored. Orientations of x-di詑.ction,

y-direction and x-direction of force vectors applied on也esampling points are not 

limited as long as an arbitrary force applied to the surface can be represented by using 

these force vectors. 

In one aspect, a tangential plane is provided at a sampling point， 》direction

and y-direction紅 edetermined in the orthogonal direction to each other in the plane, 

andト directionis determined誌 anorthogonal direction as to血eplane. Alternatively, 

》yplane is set regardless of the shape of surface, and z-di詑 ctionis set in an 

orthogonal direction as to 也ex-ypl倒1e.

Forces applied to each sampling po盟thave known magnitude, and in one 

preferable aspect, a force with constant magnitude, 100 [gf] for example, is applied to 

the sampling point in x-dire.ction, y-direction, and z-dire.ction, respectively and 

鍛.ovementvectors of each instance are measured. It is not necess紅yt註atforces app五ed

to each sampling po包thave the s盟 問 血agni加deas long as註1e盟 ag副知deof each 

force is known. Movement vector of m訂kersmaybe 組織suredbased on forces having 

different magnitudes, and later on, the magnitude of movement vector can be 

norm泌総ι
As long as information that associates forces in x-dire.ction, y-di詑 ction,and 
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ぉ－diI予ctionwi自 movementvectors of markers eventually is obtained, directions of 

forces applied to each sampling point紅enot limited to x-direction, y-direction and 

z-direction. Assum e也atan elastic body is a linear elastic body, t註efollowing method 

is also considered. First, applying a force to a point in子必ぉction,and a《movement

amount of each marker is measured and stored. Next, applying a force to血epoint in 

xy-d加 ction，総da component in x-direction can be obtained by subtracting血eおおe

co訟手onentin z-direction from the xz co盤 ponent.This is血es削nefor the y-direction. 

It will be explained by using鉛 equation.

Suppose that 

M忽（n,m)rep詑 sentsa movement of m紅kerwhen a force is呼p註edto a grid po加tn,m 

in z-direction, 

Mx(n,m) represents a movement of marker when a foぉeis applied to a grid point n, m 

in x-di詑 ction,

話xz(n,m）問presentsa movement of marker when a force is applied to a grid point n, 

minxz”direction, 

it can be considered that Mxz(n,m)=Mx(n,m）十五在忽争，m),and Mx(n,m) can be 

calculated if斑z(n，同組dMxz(n,m) are known. 

This is the same for a si同ationwhe詑 aforce is applied to a予lu語lityof grid 

戸intsnot to one point and the ap戸edforce C総 bedivided. 

As foregoing, the m拡散説 C組 beobtained by simula註onor measurement 

where the matrix H is the transfer如 1ctionthat associates force information F with 

information M 締 結 thebehavior of marker (movement information, for example）.τ'he 

optical tactile sensor comprises a me部.orydevice組 da process侃 Thematrix芸

obt括部品 isstored in出ememory device. A marker image is obtained by ・ a 

件。tographingdevice when 総 0る~ect contacts the transpa跨 ntelastic body and an 

arbitrary force is applied to a sur金ceof a sensor. A movement vector of marker is 

measured仕omthe obtained marker image by the processor. The殴 easuredmovement 

vector of慰留keris input to the matrix H and calculated by the processor, thereby 

out予uttingおおevector血atis applied to the surface of the elastic body. 

Embodiments of an optical tact話。 sensorwith an arbitrary curved surface will 
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be described. 

Refe立ち1gto Fig. 6, a se訟トsphericallyshaped or hemispherical tactile sensor is 

s註own.A transp紅 entelastic body 1 consti個出1ga tactile portion of the tactile s倒1sor

has a semi働 sphericalshape and comprises a semi-spherically shaped surface and a 

circular botto鶴 plane.The semi-spherically shaped surfゑceconstitutes a surface 2.宝'he

仕組S予 翻汲tel総 ticbody 1 is a semi剛sphericalbody having a radius of 25mm and is 

粒 adeof a silicone. A black light shielding layer is provided on the surface 2 so as to 

stabilize a marker image obtained by the CCD camera. 

百1eblue spherical markers 3紅e紅rangedin a depth of 2 mm from the sensing 

surface 2, along the curved surface of the surface 2粉 providea blue spherical marker 

group.官1ered spherical markers 4 are紅rangedin a depth of 3 .5 mm from由。 surface

2, along the blue spherical marker group to provide a red spherical marker group. An 

interval between markers is 4血m.The markers 3, 4田-ecolored plastic sp主ericalbody. 

The bottom plane of the tr鎚 spむentelastic body is担xedto a 仕組sp鉱entacrylic plate 9. 

A CCD C制服rais provided such that the camera is op予osedto the bottom plane 

through the trans予滋entacrylic plate 9. A light souぉe(not shm九時 isprovided in the 

vicinity of the CCD camera. Movements of m紅 kersinside the elastic body l紅 e

photograp註edby the CCD camぽa血rough註1eacrylic plate 9. An image as a誕TSC

out抑tis transmitted to a co血putervia a capture unit using a USB connection. 

Though the figure shows a hemispherical tactile portion, the tactile予ortionmay 

comprise a substantially spherical surface or a potion of spherical surface. The portion 

of spherical治時emay be a shape where sensing portion may have a substantially 

spherical品apeor a子町tialspherical shape. If the shape of tactile portion is close to a 

sphere, the wider viewing angle is required by出ephotograph凶gdevice. No1?--limiting 

example of such photographing device is a photographing device employing a fish eye 

lens. 

In one p詑 feraるleaspect, the tactile sensor having a surface wi也 aspherical or 

partial spherical surface constitutes an input device such as a mouse and keyboard, and 

other computer interfaces. More spec出c必ly,the tactile sensor having a surface with a 

S手hericalor p創tialspherical surface熊野 comprisean interface for鍛 odelingtool血at
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provides three-di諮問sionalgraphics匂 just出 ehandling clay on a computer screen. 

By s司ueezing,pinching, or rubbing t註esurface, the sensor senses forces applied to the 

surface, and information obtained is transmitted to a processor of the co訟 puterso as to 

deform the shape of an object shown加 thescreen, or polish勧 surfaceof an object. 

Referr台湾 toFig. 7, a抗nger-shapedop註caltactile sensor is shown.主be

finger-shaped tactile sensor has a shape取atis similar to the shape of a human finger 

註F・Aportion corresponding to a digital pulp or a finger tip muscle is made of a 

仕掛sp訂 entelastic body 1 and a portion corresponding to a長崎紅 tipsurface 

constitutes a surface 2. A surface opposite to the surface of the血1gertip muscle is 

provided with a nail-like member 10 made of aluminum. The finger欄 shapedtactile 

sensor has an overall shape with height 23mm, ve託ical35m血釦dtr組 sverse23mm. 

Theな獄1Sp紅・entelastic body 1 is made of silicone. The surface 2 of the t諮nsp器部t

elastic body 1 has a curved surface 訴訟廷絞めthesurface or contour of組 actualdigit剖

pulp. 

fu the transparent elastic body 1 constituting a finger tip muscle, a number of 

blue spherical markers 3 are紅rangedin a dept色。f2mm念。盟 thecurved surface 2 and 

along自ecurved surface 2 with an interval of3路 m,and the blue spherical markers 3 

constitute a blue spherical marker group. A number of red spherical markers 4紅e

a校総gedin a depth of 3mm官。徹也ecurved sensing surface 2 and along t註eblue 

spherical marker group 抗告 aninterval of 2 mm, and the red spherical markers 4 

constitute a red spherical mru:ker group. The surface 2 is provided wi血 ablack light 

shielding layer. By providing the light shielding layer, it is possible to stabilize a 

marker i題 agephotographed by the CCD cam椛み

An end of nail-like base 10 is integrally provided wi血 an加clinedportion 11 

opposed to血esurface 2 constitutmg a finger tip surface. The inclined portion 11 

constitutes a mounting member for mounting a photographing device 60.官1e

photographing device 60 comprises a video scope having a CCD element at distal end, 

and出eproxi紹 alend of the video scope is connected to a compute工τ'heCCD element 

is mo沼1ted祇 theinclined portion 11制 chthat也eCCD element faces t記長ngertip 

surface, i.e. the surface 2 and mおきcers3, 4. At the elastic body side of the inclined 
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po託ion11, a transp訂 ・entacrylic plate 9 is安部videdbetween the elastic body and the 

CCD element. A light source (not shown) is provided加出evic泊ityof出eむCD

element.百1e盛況民主s3, 4 inside the elastic body l紅ephotographed by the video 

scope and the image is transmitted to the comput偲

At組 endof the inclined portion 11, a mounting po説on12 is p防 videdfor 

detachably mounting tactile sensor body to a robot hand. According to the sensor 

shown in Fi品7,the mounting portion 12 is予知videdwith組加temal血詑a品凶owhich 

a screw (not shown) of a robot hand is出readedsuch 出続出。 tactilebody is suppo玄ted

by the robot hand. In Fig. 7, 由e説nger俳句shapedtac出esensor does not include a member 

corresponding to t主edistal phalanx of the ac加alfingerまipbut the mounting portion 12 

is positioned at an joint between t註edistal p註alanxand血emiddle phal叡lXso出創出e

mounting portion 12 may correspond to総 jointor a portion of finger bone. 

説。滋1tingme儲1sfor mounting a tactile portion to a robot hand is notおmitedto 

the described zま1eans.The photographing device such as a CCD element may be 

provided at a portion w註erethe internal thread is provided. It is also possible to 

provide a distal end of optical fiberおrfacing the trans予arentelastic body and to 

provide也eCCD element constituting the photographing device at a posi註.ondistance 

致。部品eelastic body. Specifically，血efinger shaped tactile sensors紅eprovided at 

側ぬ fingertip of five fingers and marker information f初meach finger shaped tactile 

sensor may be photographed by a common CCD element and transmitted to a 

computer. 

However, the曲1gers主碍edtactile sensor employing a video scope or組 optical

主berhas a disadvantage担 thata椛ideview泊gangle cannot be obtained. For 

予防vi必ngaco臨pactfinger“shaped sensoζthe viewing angle of 90 degrees or毘 O諮 is

desired. If t註cviewing組 gleis insu首icient,it is necess桜yto photograph the組紅註ers

仕omthe distant position and it is加possibleto make the sensor smaller. fu addition, 

lenses for optical fiber or video scope only have a viewing angle of about 60 degrees. 

Further, with祖 opticalfib叫 itis d迂註cultto acquire sufficient resolution. 

Referring to Fig.8, ano由erembodiment of finger shaped tactile sensorおr

solving the above problems is shown.τ'he読ま場経－shaped怯c出esensor has a shape血at
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is s初試larto the shape of a huma浪曲1gertip. A portion co町・espondingto a dig註alpulp 

or a finger tip muscle is made of a t路nsparentelastic body 1滋1da portion 

correspond加gto a韮nger註psurface constitutes a surface 2. A surface opposite to the 

surface of the finger tip muscle is provided wi也 anaiト芸］倍強ember100 made of 

aluminum. The t踏まlsp紅entelastic body 1 is made of silicone. The surface 2 of the 

t主総理紅entelastic body 1 has a curved su主face滋milarto註1esurf加eor contour of an 

actual digital pulp. In the transp紅entelastic body 1, a number of blue s予herical

磁器:kers3 constituting a blue思 a立ergroup and a number of red spherical m紅kers

constituting a red ma攻批評oup紅 e紅ranged加 diffe詑 ntdep註lS企0抽出。 curved

surface.’The surface 2 is予防videdwith a black light shield註1glayer. The nail-like 

member 100 is provided at the back of the t鴎ns安 紅 粉telastic body 1 and supports註1e

t時ns予紅entelastic body 1. 

A photograph加gdevice 60 is comprised of a photographing element 60 suc.註as

a CCD element or CMOS ele盤 ent紐 da lens with ・ a viewing紛群lof盤。混血an90 

degrees (110 degrees in也eembodiment). The nail-li主emembぽ 100has組 ape由江e

therein for盟ountingthe photographing device 60. The photographing element is 

mounted on註1eape抗ureof the nail-like membぽ 100with the lens facing the 

e磁beddedmarkers 3, 4 and surface. A plate 70 for conducting light therethrough is 

provid吋 between血en出l必kemember 100 and血etransparent elastic body 2. The 

plate 70 acts as a light guide or source. 

Referring ぬ Fig.9,sti立紅10therembodiment of a finger-shaped tactile sensor is 

shown. As shown in Fig.9, each finger tip of宣ve:fingers is provided with a tactile 

portion comprising a transp訂・entelastic body with m紅kersand a photo炉停誕ngdevice 

such as a camera.百1efinger明 shapedtactile se:出 orof Fig.9 comprises a local予ぬcessor

秘 da central processor (not shown）.主主elocal processor is provided at a pro話malside, 

and at a po託ioncorrespo訴訟gto the back of a hand or a palm for example. 

Noか limi討ngexample of the local processor is a FPGA device. The central processor is 

provided at a distal side. Each camera installed on設部品1gertips is electrically 

connected to the local processor such that each data obtained by each ca題 e結 is

段級S凶ttedto the local processor地。reinformation as to marker題。vementsis 
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calculated仕omthe obtained image information of markers. The local processor is 

electrically connected to the central processor such血at血einformation as to血e

marker movements is transmitted to血ecentral processor where force vector 

distribution is calculated仕omthe information as to the maker movements. Since 

image information contains a great a皿ountof information, it is di伍cultto transfer血e

image information through data transfer standard such as USB and lEEE1394 wi血 a

desired speed. According to血e紅rangementshown担 Fig.9,information required for 

reconstructing force vector distribution (information as to maker movements, for 

example) is extracted by the local processor provided 田町 theca皿eraand only the 

extracted information, a皿ountof which is greatly reduced伽 m出eoriginal image data 

is transferred to血ecentral processor. 

’Though the present invention is described based on the spherical markers as 

one of preferable aspects, the shape and/or紅rangementof markers紅enot limited to 

the foregoing. Referring to Figs 10 to 13, other shapes組 d紅rangementsof markers 

will now be described. Detail descriptions of these markers 紅edescribed也

W002/18893 Al組 dincorporated herein by reference. Further, the shape and/or 

a町angementof markers紅enot limited to the drawings of the present application組 d

W002/18893 Al.百10ugh,in Fig. 12 and Fig.13, a tactile body having a flat contact 

surface is shown, the a町組gementsof these markers C組 beapplied to a tactile body 

having an arbitrary curved surface. 

Referring to Fig. 10, colored markers being comprised of extremely thin 

cylinders or columns having microscopic cross sections紅eshown. Two marker groups 

紅e紅r組 ged瓜 di旺erentdepths仕omthe surface 2. A marker group made up of 

extremely thin blue cylindrical markers 40 is embedded in a section of transp紅ent

elastic body 1血血evicinity of a surface 2. Another marker group made up of 

extremely th也 redcylin世icalmarkers 30 is embedded in a section血atis deeper血組

the red marker group.’The markers 30, 40紅 eembedded vertically inside a transp紅-ent

elastic body.百1emarkers 30, 40 extend along imaginary lines connecting an object 

coming泊tocontact wi血 theelastic body and a ca皿era.’Thenumber of marker group 

is not li皿itedto two but it is possible to provide three o工moregroups of marker each 
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having different depths from the surface in 也eelastic body. 

Refe江主宰 to組 upperview of Fig. 11, inclined plane markers 300, .400叡e

arranged in也eelastic body 1 in a s臼p-likefas註ion.In one p路ferableaspect, parts (a 

step-shaped interface) of 出eelastic body 1 constitute血 arke路 300,400. In組 0出er

aspect, sep紅ateplane m紅:ke路 盤aybe embedded in the elastic body 1. The interface 

can be divided，加totwo surface groups, all surfaces血 agroup having 血esame 

direction.τ'he surfaces in each grou予紅emade the same color (here one interface 300 

is blue，鍛1d出Gother interface 400 is red）” It is possible to acquire observation values 

containing vertical and horizontal components of force vectors at a p紅 ticularpo加tas 

information by observation of intensity of the two colors滋曲atpoint. By sensing the 

observed intensity, it is possiちleto reconstruct surface distribution of force vectors. 

A method using two colors has been described based on也euppe玄viewof Fig. 

11, but as S註ownin a lower view of Fig. 12，部ingso called pyramid m相 ufacturing

where microscopic cubes紅egathered at a bottom surface, if three groups of surfaces 

facing血 血es加 1ed註ectionare respectively made出esa訟 ecolor (for example，陪d,

green and blue），血ens也ilarlyto出ep路viousdiscussion it is possible to respectively 

obtain two degrees of 企eedomfor force acting血 ahorizontal direction on a contact 

surfi総 G総 intensityratios for出reecolors, and force ac吻1gin a vertical direc註onusing 

a total intensity of the three colors. 

Referring to Fig.12, two marker groups 2むOA(marker group comprising a 

plurality of由加 redstrips紅溜nged血 arow) and 200B （盈arkergroup comprising a 

plurality of thin blue strips arrange尋ina row) are叫ignedso that respective markers 

紅eorthogonal to each o血er,but the spat凶 arr組 gement防lationshipbetween the 

pl砿混lityof m舷kergroups is not limited. It is also possible for the two sides of the 

strips cons括協自宅也emarker to have di茸erentcolors‘h Fig. 11, side portions of the 

strip markers extend along組 observationdirection but the side po出.onsof the strip 

markers may be inclined to給油servationdirection. 

Fig. 13 shows a sensing F紅thaving a plurality of plane markers. The pl組 e

marlζe認証enormally concealed by concealment markers and each plane marker is 

p紅討註oned訟toa子lu路 lityof portions having通費e詑ntcolors for each portion, and t註e
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parti註onedportions having the same color constitute each marker group. The plane 

諮ぽkersand said concealment markeぉ aぉ providedand spaced with each other in the 

elastic body, and an arrangement is made such that said the markers are concealed by 

the concealment markers and not observed in a state where external forむeis not acting 

on血etrans予arentelastic body. When shear 袋詰訟紅ises,the positions of the 

concealment markers 6 and血ecolored markers. 20 become o賞、。t,giving color. With 

the sensor血 thedrawing，出e誼訂kers紅 ecoated with three colors RGB, and it is 

possible to ascert山

制DUST隠 ALAPPLICAB江古Y

The F詑 sent誌ventionc肌 bewidely applied to tactile sensors, and as総

勾pliedexample can be used加 atactile sensor for a robot hand and an interfaceおra 

computer. 
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CLA誌時

1. An optical tactile sensor co怒 .prising:

a sensing F紅tco盟 .prisinga transp町・entelastic body総 da plura註tyof marker 

groups provide辻誌 saidbody, each marker group bemg comprised of a nu血 herof 

colored m出kers,with markers constituting different marker groups having di在e詑nt

colors for each group, said elastic body havi時 anarbitrary curved su巾 ce;

a photographing device for ta記ngan image of behavior of colore尋 諮 紅kerswhen 

said curved surface of elastic body is contacted by an o埼ectto obtain image 

information of markers, and 

a force vector distribution reconstructing device mcluding a transfer function by 

which a force vector applied to the surface is reconstructed from information as to the 

behavior of markers that is obtained from the image information of markers，総ds叫d

force vector distribution reconstructing device reconstructing fo郎総勾F韮edto said 

surface from said information as to the behavior of markers by using the transfer 

function. 

2. T註ese設sorof claim 1, wherein said佐沼路島室長mctionis obtained by臨.easure態.ent.

3. The sensor of cl出m1, wherein said transfer function is obtained by simulation. 

4. The sensor of滋1yone of claims 1 to 3, wherein said transfer function is obtained 

fro血 informationas to behavior of markers when forces having predetermined 

訟a伊 itude泊 predetermineddirections紅eapplied to s翻 .piingpoints a校総gedon 

the surface 

5. The sensor of cl話題生 whereinsaid predetermined directions include x-direction, 

y-direction and z-d註ection.

6. The sensor of any one of cl民議s1 to 5, wherein said sensor co怨prisesa 
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finger欄 shapedsensor, and wherein the tr:鉛 sparentelastic body constitutes a韮nger

tip muscle and the surface of the elastic body consti結tesa finger tip surface. 

7. The sensor of d説混 6,wherein a nail祖－likebase is provided on the back of said 

tr組 spぽentelastic body, and wherein said nail・“like base supports said elastic body. 

8. 官1esensor of d話題 7,wherein the photographing device is mounted on said 

n国1-likebase and is opposed to said finger ti予surface.

9，百1esensor of claim 7, wherein the photographing device is mounted on組 end

portion of said nail body and is opposed to said finger tip surface. 

10. The sensor of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein路idsurface of出et路nsp訂・ent

elastic body comprises a spherical shape or a portion of spherical s泊peinclud也ga 

hemispherical ぬape.. 

11. The sensor of組 yone of claim話1to 10, wherein said force vector reconstructing 

device comprises a memory device and a processor, and wherein said医 emory

device stores 出etransfer function and said processor calculates infor宝nationas to 

the behavior of markers 金omthe image information of mar・3踏まsand calculates 

force vector distribution from the information as to the behavior of markersるy

using the transfer function. 

12. The sensor of claim 11, wherein said force vector reconstructing device comprises 

a first processor and a second processor, and wherein said first processor calculates 

inform柑onas to出ebehavior of markers 金omthe image infor恕 ationof markers 

and said second processor calculates force vector distribution from血einformation 

倒的thebehavior of markers by using the transfc紅色mction.

13.百1esensor of any one of cl出ms1 to 12, wherein said behavior of colored markers 
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comprises at least one of displacement, strain and inclination of the markers. 

14. T加 sensorof any one of cl出ms1 to 13, wherein said information出初出c

behavior of markers is obtained as mov滋nentinfor盟副ionof markers. 

15.官1esensor of any one of claims 1 to 13， 始er廷insaid information as to 血e

behavior of m紅総務 isobta加edas vari総 ceof marker intensity. 

16.百1esensor of組 yone of cl詰ms1 to 15, wherein said marker groups have di荘e路誕

spatial町range血 entsfrom each other. 

17. A話nger-shapedoptical tactile sensor compris訟g:

one ormo館 transpa胎 ntelastic bodies, each body constituting a白1g佼 tipmuscle 

having an arbitrary curved surface; 

aplu訟 lityof marker groups provided in said each elastic body, each marker group 

being comprised of a number of colored markers, wit註m紅 kersconsti加申1gdifferent 

marker groups註avingdiffe跨 ntcolors for eacゑg給 up;

one or more photogra戸ingdevices for taking an image of behavior of colored 

markers when said curved surface or surfaces of one or more elastic bodies紅e

contacted by組 objectto obtain image information of markers; and 

a force vector distribution reconstructing device for reconstructing forces applied 

to said surface会ominfonnation as to the behavior of markers that is obtね edfrom 

said i血ageinformation of m為政.ers.

18.官1esensor of claim 1 7, said senso工品目hercomprising one or more nail-like bases, 

eac註ofwhich is provided on出eback of each of said one or more transp紅 ent

elastic bodies, and wherein each of said one or more nail凶 likebases sup予ortseach 

of said one or more elastic bodies. 

19. The sensor of cl岳部 18,wherein each of said one o主題。rephotographing devices is 
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mounted on each of said one or mo詑 nail-likebases and is opposed to said finger 

tip surface. 

20. The serisor of claim 18, wherein each of said one or more photographing devices is 

盟ountedon an end portion of each of said one or more nail ho品部総dis opposed 

to said finger tip surface. 

21.宝besensor of any one of cl凶ms17 to 20, wheぉ註1said force vector reconstructing 

device includes a transfer function by w註icha force vector applied to the surface or 

surfaces is reconstructed from information as to the behavior of訟 arkers,and said 

force vector distribution reconstructing device reconstructs forces applied to said 

surface from said information as to the behavior of markers by using詮1etransfer 

function. 

22.百1esensor of cl話m21, wherein said force vector reconstructing device comprises 

a memory device and a pぬcess叫 andwherein said memory device stores the 

transfer function and said processor calculates information as to the behavior of 

markers企nmthe image infor恐 ationof markers and calculatesおrcevector 

distribution金'Offi出einformation as to the behavior of markers by using 血e

transfer白nction.

23. The sensor of cl剖m22, wherein said force vector reconstructing device comprises 

a local processor and a central processoζand wherein said local手rocessor

calculates information as to the beh阿倍。fmarkers from the image informati倣1of 

markers an尋saidcentral processor calculates force vector distribution 食omthe 

information as to 血ebehavior of markers by using the transfe主主mction.

24. A method for reconstructing force vector distribution by using the optical tact担e

sensor of any one of cl出ms1 to 23，註1emethod comprising the steps of: 

obtai話ngone or more marker images by photographing出ecolored臨 arkerswhen 
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the object contacts t治 sensingsurface of the elastic body; 

obtaining information as to the behavior of ma北ers台。mthe one or殴 0詑血町ker

i怒ages,and the numbぽ ofinformation being greater 出anthe number of force vectors 

to be obtained; 

and reconstructing the force vector distribution from the obtained information 

using the transfer function凶

25.T加 methodof claim 24，市vhereinsaid註1e位ansfe主主主nctionis obtained by : 

discretely統制官1ga l紅genumber of sampl均 pointson the surface of the 

elastic body; 

obtaining information as to阪もehaviorof markers when a force having 

予知determinedmagnitude is applied to each sampling point in each direction of 

p詑determineddirections; 

and obtaining the transfer主mction丘omthe force having p詑 determ加edknown 

magni取deapplied to each sa盤plingpoint in said each predetermined direction and the 

obtained information as to the behavior of mark紅s.

26.百1emethod of claim 25, wherein said predetermined directions include x剛－direction,

y-direction and吋 irection.

27. A method of obtaining the transfer function for白eoptical tactile sensor of any of 

one of claims 1 to 23，出emethod comprising血esteps of: 

discretely制:ranginga large number. of sampling points on the surface of the 

elastic body; 

obt芯ninginfo工程ationas to the bぬaviorof markers when a force having 

preおterminedmag凶tudeis applied to each s総理塩1gpo詰t拍 eacha詑ctionof 

predetermined directions; 

and obtaining the transfer function from the force having predetermined known 

magnitude applied to each sampling point in said each direction and the obtained 

information as to the behavior of markers. 
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28.官1emethod of cl副部27,wherein said p間取tennineddi陀 ctionsinclude x-directio払

y-direction総 dz-direction. 

29. An optical tactile sensor co訟prising:

a sensing p獄tcomprising a t路nsp紅 entelastic body組 da plurality of marker 

groups provided in said body, each marker group being compris叫 ofa number of 

colored markers, with markers constituting different marker groups h都民gdiffe詑 nt

colors for each group，総idelastic body註avingan町bitrarycurved surface; 

a photographing device for 抑制ngan image of behavior of colored markers when 

said curved surface of elastic bo今 iscontacぉdby an object to ob鵠血加1age

inおrmationof markers; 

a思 .emorydevice storing a位 相sferfunc註onby which for℃e vector applied to 品。

surface is 隠 cons位協和dfrom inform説。nas to the behavior of marke路；総d

one or mo臨 processors事 saidone or more processors calcula出1g血einfo鍛 1ation

as to the bぬaviorof m紅 kersfぬmsaid image information of makers, and said one or 

盟oreprocessoおおrthercalcul滋ingthe force vector app韮.edto said SUI命保金omsaid 

出 ormationas to the behavior of markers by using said transfer function. 
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光学式融党持容器和｛吏用接持感器釣カ矢

分布再拘成法

[57〕摘要

提供…持兵各由告白鴎菌拘成約触覚蔀的光学

式触覚待感器e 英是兵各触覚部和撮影手段的光学

式触覚侍感器，波数党部自透明弾性体（ I ）和設

直i表弾柱体詩的多小拡志姐拘成，各称志舗分見目白

多ノト有色蒜志拘成，拘成不陪転志観的綜志的毎姐

A壱桔互不照的顔色，核弾性体的表面（ 2｝是島由

歯菌， i哀栃悲鰻治法告自由醤配賞。 在物体接触封

Ti哀弾性捧吋由撮影手段対i亥脊色林忠的功作遊行

接膨。 触覚待感器真理想的楚指袈触覚待感器。
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본 발명은 표면의 각 점에서 복수의 자유도에 관한 정보를 얻는 것이 가능한 촉각센서에 관한 것이다. 광학식 촉각센서에
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커군은 다수의 유색마커로 구성되며, 마커들은 마커군들 사이에 서로 다른 색을 띤다. 탄성체는 자유곡면으로 이루어진 표
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CrpaH附同a 1 
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IIOBe):(eHIIII MapKepoB, KOTopa5I rrorry可aeTC5I Ha 
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(57) ABSTRA℃I 

The invention relates to a tactile sensor capable of obtaining 
information for a plurality of degrees of freedom at each point 
on a surface. An optical tactile sensor is provided with a 
sensing part叩 da photographing device, the sensing part 
comprising a仕ansparentelastic body and a plurality of 
groups of markers provided inside the elastic body, each 
marker group being made up of a number of colored markers句

with markers making up different marker groups having diι 
ferent colors for each group. The elastic body has an arbitrary 
curved surface. The behavior of the colored markers when an 
object touches the curved surface of the elastic body is 
obtained as image information of markers by photographing 
device. The sensor負1rthercomprises a force vector distribu剛

tion reconstructing device for reconstructing forces applied to 
said surface from information as to the behavior of markers 
that is obtained from said image infonnation of markers. 
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